BACK TO BASICS
MORE DRUGS, LESS HEALTH
“Conventional medicine” in America is entirely backward in its philosophy. It treats the effects,
rather than the cause of dis-eases. This philosophy is ridiculous and dangerous. Our health care
system has become a farce with many shortcomings, and gross corruption.
Conventional medicine does not attempt to cure disease, instead, it only masks or counteracts a
given disease's symptoms. The only thing this kind of medicine ensures is that NO TRUE
HEALING WILL HAPPEN, only a continuation of treatment, ad infinitum.
This is what you're paying out the nose for every time you fill a prescription or pay for health
coverage out of your pocket or paycheck (or your taxes). What's really scary about this condition
is how much is riding on it.
The medical establishment has no true incentive to heal. If they did, they'd cure themselves right
out of jobs, funding, and power. If modern western medicine really WORKED, there'd be a need
for less and less of it with every passing year…Instead we have ever more (and ever younger)
doctors, ever more lawsuits and lawyers, ever more intricate and costly insurance coverage, ever
more government programs, ever more regulation of medicine, ever more payments and fees and
co-pays and expenses.
Think about it, without medicine that furthers the need for people to process every step of this
insane system, a lot of people would be unemployed - and a lot of tax money lost, both in terms
of sales taxes and corporate revenues.
Still think modern medicine wants to heal you?
Now here's the part where you get to have an eye-opening chuckle. One of my peers has put
together a short animated film illustrating the conflicting interests, wrongheaded-ness, backwards
philosophy, and far-reaching effects of the whole modern-day medical quagmire.
Use the link below to view this short animated film and gain a greater understanding of the scope
and impact of drug-based "medicine" in America today.
http://www.mercola.com/townofallopath/agora/launch.htm
For sound nutritional advice, contact our office, inquire about the Biological Immunity Analysis
(BIA), a simple urine and saliva test that can identify your specific nutritional needs. While visiting
our website, discover how your emotions and stress play into your physical maladies check out
What Is SPP.
We are committed to providing you with the best resources and information necessary to live a
long and healthy life. Begin living a life free of degenerative disease, free of chronic pain, free of
prescription drugs, with outstanding mental function, emotional health, physical stamina
and optimism.
To gain access to the best nutritional and anti-aging supplements in the world visit us online.
Get back to basics – and back to health.
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